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to the "ugly world of the near future
with dangerously and deadly polluted air
dievelop»and water; sprawling, crowded
ment; festering mounds of debris with no
IFTHE FISH ARE DYING I place to dispose of it; and an insufficient
CAN MAN BE FAR BEHIND?
it
amount of open space to get away from
all."
A proper balance between interdeLectures, panel discussions, photopendent organisms is critical in pre- graphy and other exhibits, musical comserving life and the natural environment mentary and entertainment all are
as we have known it. Man, with his suplanned for the "teach-in." Beyond the
perior technology and arrogance toward
goals of this day, we hope that the Uninature, has largely ignored this "web
versity of California community will coof life" to the point of reproducing reckas a group to seek ways to foster
lessly and ravaging his natural resourc- alesce ecological practices within the insound
es. Those not yet seriously concerned
stitution and within the lives of its own
with the magnitude of the population individual members. We shall seek creand environmental crises gamble on ative, new ways by which the health proman's superior ability and technology to fessions can improve further the quality
solve, as he has in the past (?), these latand
of life. We welcome the suggestions
est problems. What are the risks of this productive energies of all who wish to
gamble? How well is he faring?
participate.
Participate in the all-day Ecology
(More information next week on the
University
the
Teach-in, April 22, 1970 on
Ecology Teach-in, April 22. 1970)
of California at San Francisco campus.
This is part of a nationwide program to
Committee for
mobilize the constructive energies of
Environmental Improvement
young people in an effort to "halt the
752-6303
accelerating pollution and destruction
m
of the environment." Hopefully, it will
» »
focus on efforts to provide alternatives
i tiiltiiutcJ nil payt' 4
Why should we care if the whale
or pelican are becoming extinct?

jlfj YOU KNOW WHAT SAMOSA
U.C. Clinics Forum
Tuesday evening, April 7. at 700 p.m..
there will be an open forum on the U.C. clinics
in the Medical Sciences Auditorium. Everyone is invited to attend and participate.
One of the topics to be discussed will be a
series of proposals concerning the establishment of a community clinic on campus. There
will be a number of persons from the community present to speak to this issue, and
members of the press are expected to be in
attendance. Your presence and comments will
be appreciated.
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GET CLUED IN!
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AND lUST PLAIN KIBBUTZINg)
FOOD TASTING

FOLK DANCERS
REFRESHMENTS

MILLBERRY SINGERS

M.U. LOUNGE
FRIDAY APRIL 10th ADMISSION $1.00

MAY FAIR - MAY 4 THRU 16 (to benefit Educational Opportunity Program on campus)
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Kenneth T. Brown 13th
Faculty Research Lecturer
Kenneth T. Brown. Ph.D., Professor and
Vice-Chairman of the Department of Physiology, is the 13th Faculty Research Lecturer at
the University of California, San Francisco.
He will present his lecture, entitled Microelec-

Kenneth Brown, Ph.D.

trode Studies in Retinal Physiology, on April
9th, at 11:00 a.m., in the Medical Sciences
Auditorium on the San Francisco campus.
A member of the U.C. faculty since 1958,
Dr. Brown has conducted most of his microelectrode studies at the San Francisco medical center. His research on electrical responses of the retina to light stimuli has contributed to understanding the physical basis
of vision and to improved clinical test of the
human eye. is work has defined more precisely many events (and their sequence) occuring in the retina, and this has allowed greater
accuracy in the interpretation of retinograms.
With Dr. Motohiko. Dr. Brown discovered
in 1964 a new type of electrical response in

photoreceptor cells of the monkey retina that
is faster than any other known to occur in
nerve cells: it begins within a few millionth's
of a second after the light stimulus. He then
found similar responses from light-sensitive
cells which lie behind the retina of the toad.
These photosensitive cells behind the toad
retina are much more primitive than the retinal photoreceptors which are highly specialized for light detection.
A graduate of Swarthmore. Dr. Brown received a Ph.D. degree in Physiological Psychology at the University of Chicago in 951.
He began his studies in the neurophysiology
of vision at Brown University while a National Science Foundation Fellow. Prior to
his appointment at the University of California, he was Assistant Professor of Physiological Optics at The Johns Hopkins School
of Medicine.

Regent's March 20 Meeting
by James Mills. Med.

Gov. Reagan, was approved.
Lastly, the Regents considered a resolution proposed by
Gov. Reagan which gives the ( hancellor power to suspend
immediateryany student arrested during a state of campus
emergency which he and the president of the University must
declare. The 'emergency" may exist either on campus or
within one mile of it.
The student is given a 'prompt hearing" and. if found guilty, is sentenced to a minimum of suspension for one quarter,
and may be suspended permanently. The propriety of a
Chancellor busting students for off campus activities and the
feasibility of "prompt hearings" for 600 suspended students
one week before exams was brought up repeatedly but the
Governor was adamant. •Something must be done!" No motion to amend the resolution was brought up. and it passed

III

REAGAN: 3 STUDENTS 0
As one student representative to the UC Regents meeting
on March 20. 1970, I feel the students at UCSF should have
a clearer idea of what came down.
One is struck first of all. on attending a public meeting of
the UC Board of Regents by the omnipresence of campus
police: secondly, by the selectivity exercises over who may
speak and who must listen. The "public" sits in a small area
cordoned off with a stout wire cord. Perhaps ten or so people
sat in this corral which may have allowed room for 100 at
most. The reason for the small attendance will become evident. The front is filled with Regents. Chancellors. ASUC
presidents, and the press, plus various technocrats whom the
Board of Regents feel obliged to consult.
The public meetings always start an hour late because the
executive session which is confidential and to which only regents arc admitted always adjourns an hour late. It is here
that the decisions are made concerning'anything the Regents
feel is vital to proper I niversity functioning. I he public session is essentially a rerun for the benefit of the community
after everyone gets their roles rehearsed.
The first issue relevant to UC students was the 1970/71
I'C state budget, submitted for approval by the Covernor.
This budget provides for no state financial aid to students
and no expansion of existing campus facilities for the growing population of qualified high school grads. With both of
these facts duly noted the Board of Regents proceeded to
approve the budget as submitted by a vote of 12-2.
Another interesting point was interjected by Norton Simon
who voted for the budget as submitted because Regent Simon,

12-2.
The Regents gladly offered to provide the Governor with
some campaign material in the form of the numbers of "disturbances," including misuse of state vehicles, on UC campuses over the past five years, number of students arrested,
brought to hearing and action taken. "No names, just numbers," says the Governor. Right on. I'm afraid I had to leave
the meeting at this point.
The score stood at Reagan 3, Students 0, with the Governor's campaign looking better all the time. There were three
notable exceptions to the pompous laissez-faire attitude on the
part of the Regents. Namely. Regents Roth. Simon and Coblentz who took time to give a damn, at least today. Their
gentle murmurings of protest served only to intensify the
stellar silence of their fellow Board members.
It must be well understood by all concerned with this University system that to ignore student requests automatically
necessitates student demands if we are to gain any control
over our own environment. To ignore student demand in
turn necessitates a stronger, louder, more massive means of
gaining recognition and enfranchisement. And if the nonviolent approach can't do it, then the dues of violence must
be paid, if the students are to become citizens of the I niversity community in a real sense.
To ignore the reasons behind campus demonstrations.
violent or not, and to respond blindly with repressions and
totalitarian tactics, is to ensure deterioration of its function.
This self-styled University Aristocracy will not pay the
price of its own mediocrity. You and your children will.

a multi-millionaire, thinks the Board of Regents is making
about one-ball the interest it should be on its investments,
which could easily make up any deficit in the state budget.
Little was said in response to Regent Simon's remarks because he has been saying it for about seven years. President
could offer no comment as to why the University per
lin this fiscal slow-burn and the matter was dropped,
c next subject of discussion was the tuition. After ascerng from Chancellor l.cc that the proposed increase pub> supported school in the U.S.. the increase, supported by

Ji

Benefit for Project Concern
a benefit parly for project concern

On Friday. April 10. from 9 p.m. lo 1 a.m..
there will be a party I booze, terrific band, wild
people, etc.l sponsored by Lambda Kappa
Sigma. The place is 1403 Willard. 2 blocks
easl of the Medical Center just off of Par•lassus.

The band featured al the party will be
who are absolutely
out of-sigh*' They have a unique style which
is sure to please everyone. The members of
The Confrontation'

'

this group are. Greg Barnes, singer; Guy §
M'icco. lead guitarist; Rick Dauben, bass; i
Harold Orr. tanga and vocal: Greg .Abbott, s
vocal and rhythm guitar; Jerry Rollins, drums
and .Jim Allen, rhythm guitar. Each of them.
a talent within their own right.
Project Concern consist of a group of students and health professionals from the Medical Center who donate their time to give badly needed medical and dental care to people
in Tijuana and Ihe vicinity. The profits from
this party will go toward paying for medical
supplies and dental materials.
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Shame is a feeling which no one likes to experience and
!: ;' i likes
even less to admit. Still, a genuine experience of shame
J

and its honest admission are often the first real steps in rightp-sj. ing wrongs —if taken soon enough.
On November 7, 1938 al7 year old Jewish refugee from
||?
|gi| Hitler Germany entered the German embassy in Paris and
killed the third secretary.
On November 9 — according to captured German documents — "spontaneous demonstrations" were organized by
the Gestapo. That night, synagogues were set afire. Jewish
shops destroyed, thousands of Jews arrested; many men.
women and children were slain.
"Retaliation" Nazi-style however did not end there. 'The
Jews" as William L. Shirer noted in "The Rise and Fall of the
Third Reich" "had to pay for the destruction of their own
property. Insurance monies due them were confiscated by the
the state. Moreover, they were subjected, collectively, to a
fine of one billion marks as punishment. .." (p. 4:11)
While my maternal grandparents were born in Germany,
had
German and Irish
and while all my grandparents
fact
earlier,
the
that
seventy
years
to
America
almost
come
on that night the "Third Reich had deliberately turned down
a dark and savage road from which there was to be no return'
(p. 4341 was of more than passing interest to me. Because I
had relatives who still lived in Germany, relatives whom I
knew and loved.
One was a member of the Nazi party. His wife, a devout
Catholic who had been frequently denounced in the notorious
anti-Semitic Der Stuermer for trading with her Jewish friends,
met him at the door of their home that fateful night. And
when, as his diary reports, she asked why the skies over Dusseldorf were so heavy with smoke, he answered. "The synagogues." "Which synagogue?." she continued. "The synagogues," he replied.
Incredulous at first, the magnitude of the crime slowly became clear to her. Then, though proud of her country, shecould no longer contain her feelings. Slowly, she turned her
back upon him and cried, "Tonight. I am ashamed to be a
German."
In 1944 while on Lake Constance to escape the bombing
in the Rhine-land, she and he dined with another couple. Dur
ing the meal, the two men discussed the gas ovens in Poland.
Going to their room after dinner, she turned and in utter horror asked, "I'apa. is it true?" He answered. "Yes and tonight
I am ashamed to be a German."
The lesson implicit in those words has not been lost upon
me. Shame can be a creative power if it is acted upon soon
enough. Now I must ask. "Have we in America experienced
and admitted shame?" "Have we righted the wrongs done
our brothers'.'" "Is there still time.'"
The other night I saw the film "Martin Luther King Jr. Montgomery to Memphis" and 1 was ashamed again to think
how little 1 have done in recent months for human rights.
The other day I received a call from the founder of the
medical clinic for the farm workers in Delano who asked if I
knew of a woman resident in 08-GYN who would be willing
to go to Delano on April 25-26 and I was ashamed again to
think how little I have done in recent months for social justice.
Then —' in Our Brother's Keeper — I he Indian in While
I read "The BIA (Bureau
America edited by Edgar S. Calm
has
legal
power to determine the
Affairs)
which
the
of Indian
assets, permits someIndian's
of
an
availability
nature and
trust
land
as a disposable and
allotted
Indian
states to treat
himself cannot
the
Indian
though
resource'
even
'available
and
even
though that
trust
property
his
mortgage
sell or
that
states
stipulate
taxation.
Many
from
property is exempt
assets.
The
he
holds
such
if
welfare
not
for
qualify
one may
to
him
allow
qualify
by
ing
Indian
impoverished
BIA helps the
Indian
still
cannot
sold,
is
land
the
land.
Once
the
sell the
qualify because he has the money from the sale of the land.
but only in a manner
He must spend the proceeds first
money, and usually
holds
the
The
BIA.
BIA
to
the
acceptable
to
what
the Indian would
installments
equal
doles it out in
for subsisless
than
needed
generally
on
welfare
receive
74l
tence." (p.
I
did not need to read that "The role of management and
conservation of Indian resources has been an integral part
of the pattern of dependency — where the Indian pays the
105)
white man to manage and exploit Indian resources." (p.
Black,
brown,
red.
1 he scene changes but the wrong persists.
yellow, Appalachian white, the choice is the same. As a people, we fortify justice or we justify force.
it
At last, I was ashamed not to be ashamed. I hope is still
soon enough.
NEXT WEEK: JUST ANOTHER WEAPON
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The Perfect Circle
1375 Noriega Street
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CHINESE FOOD
eat in and take out
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25* BEER

CHINESE MODERN KITCHEN
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1015 Irving St. Open 11 -.30 am 9:00 pm
WE DELIVER Phone 566-4722

3 - item lunch 99-

Monday

PRESTIGE DUPLEX TOWNHOUSES
• Breathtaking View
• Prestige Location
• Every conceivable luxury
• Sylvan Sellinfi
• Fantastic Tax Advantages

Beautifully designed and built duplex townhouses for the successful professional. Provides all the advantages of suburbia in the heart of the City.
Beautifully designed and built duplex townhouses for the successful
ofsuburbia in the heart of the City.
Provides all the ad vantages

professionalj

Relax among the towering trees after a hard day or entertain graciously in Ihe large
luxurious living room or sneak home for lunch for a change of pact.

All within five minutes of the Medical Center. High atop Mt. Sutro
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Call 42 -0130
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legislation banning DDT and related |
with no fooling around. The collu
certain scientists with the pesticide ii
and agri-business in trying to block thi
lation must be brought out in the open,
penalties for water and air pollution
dustries — "Pollution is somebody's
Phase out the internal combustion eng:
fossil fuel use in general more reseai
non-polluting energy sources; colar <
the tides.
No more kidding the public about
waste disposal: it's impossible to do it
and nuclear-power generated electrici
not be seriously planned for as it stani
Stop all germ and chemical warfare n
and experimentation, work toward a ho
safe disposal of the present staggeri
stupid stockpiles of H-Bombs, cobalt
germ and poison tanks and cans. La
sanctions against wasteful use of pap
which adds to the solid waste of cities
clop methods of re-cycling solid urban
Recycling should be the basic princi
hind all waste-disposal thinking.
Thus, all bottles should be re-usal
cans should make more cans, old new:
back into newsprint again. Stronger c
and research on chemicals in foods,
toward a more varied and sensitive
agriculture (more small scale and sudj
farming) would eliminate much of the
blanket use ofpesticides.
The community: DDT and such: dc
them. Air pollution: use less cars. Cars
the air, and one or two people riding
in a huge car is an insult to intelliger
the Earth. Share rides, legalize hitch
and build hitch-hiker waiting station:
the highways. Also — a step toward t
world — walk more, look for the best
through beautiful countryside for li
tance walking trips: San Francisco to 1
geles down the Coast Range, for examp
Learn how to use your own mar
fertilizer if you're in the country — ai
East has done for centuries. There's
and it's safe. Solid waste: boycott bulkj
ful Sunday papers which use up tic
all just advertising anyway, which is ai
ly inducing more mindless consumpti
fuse paper bags at the store. Organi;
and Street clean-up festivals.
Don't work in any way for or wit!
dustry which pollutes, and don't be
into the military. Don't waste. lA monk
old master were once walking in the
tains. They noticed a little hut upstre;
monk said, "A wise hermit must live
— the master said. "That's no wise
you see that lettuce leaf floating dc
stream, he's a Waster." Just then an <
came running down the hill with hi
flying and caught the floating lettuc
Carry your own jug to the winery and
filled from the barrel.
Our own heads: Part of the troufc
talking about DDT is that the use of
just a practical device, it's almost an el
ment religion. There is something in
culture that wants to totally wipe out
crawlies, and feels repugnance for to
and snakes. This is fear of one's own
natural inner-self wilderness areas,
answer is, relax.
Relax around bugs, snakes, and y<
hairy dreams. Again, farmers can am
share their crop with a certain perce
buglife as "paying their dues"
says "How then can the harvest fail". 1
not rejoice also at the abundance of Hi
whose seeds are the granary of the I
matters little comparatively whctl
fields fill the farmer's barns.
The true husbandman will cease fl
iety, as the squirrels manifest no
whether the woods will bear chestr
year or not, and finish his labor wii
day, relinquish all claim to the produ
fields, and sacrificing in his mind not
first but his last fruits also." In the
thought, inner experience, conscious
in the outward realm of interconnectii
is a difference between balanced cy
the excess which cannot be handlei

—

—

photo by susanlandor

sierra club

The following article by Alan Watts
is a concise statement of some of the
population and environmental crises facing man today.
FOUR CHANGES
I. POPULATION

THE CONDITION
Position: Man is but a part of the fabric of
dependent on the whole fabric for his
life
very existence. As the most highly developed
tool-using animal, he must recognize t.hat4be
unknown evolutionary destinies of other life
forms are to be respected, and act as gentle
steward of the earth's community of being.
Situation: There are now too many human
beings, and the problem is growing rapidly
worse. It is potentially disastrous not only for
the human race but for most other life forms.
Goal: The goal would be half of the present
world population, or less
ACTION
Social/political: First, a massive effort to
convince the governments and leaders of the
world that the problem is severe. And that all
well intalk about raising food-production
tentioned as it is — simply puts off the only
real solution: reduce population. Demand immediate participation by all countries in programs to legalize abortion, encourage vasectomy and sterilization (provided by free clinfree insertion of intrauterine loops —
ics)
try to correct traditional cultural attitudes
that tend to force women into childbearing -tremove income tax deductions for more than
two children above a specified income level,
and scale it so that lower income families are
forced to be careful too — or pay families to
limit their number.
lake a vigorous stand against the- policy of
the light-wing in the Catholic hierarchy and
any other institutions that exercise an irresponsible social force in regard to this question; oppose and correct simple-minded
boosterism that equates population growth
with continuing prosperity. Work ceaselessly
to have all political questions be seen in the
light of this prime problem.
The community: Explore other social structures and marriage forms, such as group marriage and polyandrous marriage, which provide family life but may produce less children.
Share the pleasure of raising children widely.
so that all need not directly reproduce to enter
into this basic human experience. We must
hope that no one woman would give birth to

—

—

more than one child, during this period of
crisis. Adopt children. Let reverence for life
and reverence for the feminine mean also a
reverence for other species, and future human
lives, most of which are threatened.
Our own heads: "I am a child of all life, and
all living beings are my brothers and sisters,
my children and grandchildren. And there is
a child within me waiting to be brought to
birth, the baby of a new and wiser self." Love,
lovemaking, a man and woman together, seen
as the vehicle of mutual realization, where the
creation of new selves and a new world of
being is as important as reproducing our kind.
11. POLLUTION
THE CONDITION
Position: Pollution is of two types. One sort
results from an excess of some fairly ordinary
substance — smoke, or solid waste — which
cannot be absorbed or transmuted rapidly
enough to offset its introduction into the environment, thus causing changes the great
cycle is not prepared for. (All organisms have
wastes and by-products, and these are indeed
part of the total biosphere: energy is passed
along the line and refracted in various ways,
"the rainbow body." This is cycling, not pollution.)

The other sort is powerful modern chemicals and poisons, products of recent technology, which the biosphere is totally unprepared for. Such is DDT and similar chlorinated hydrocarbons—nuclear testing fallout
and nuclear waste—poison gas, germ and
virus storage and leakage by the military; and
chemicals which are put into food, whose longrange effects on human begins have not been
properly tested.
Situation: The human race in the last century has allowed its production and scattering
of wastes, by-products, and various chemicals
to become excessive. Pollution is directly
harming life on the planet: which is to say,
ruining the environment for humanity itself.
We are fouling our air and water, and living in
noise and filth that no "animal" would tolerate, while advertising and politicians try to
tell us "'we've never had it so good." The dependence of the modern governments on this
kind of untruth leads to shameful mind-pollution: mass media and most school education.
Goal: Clean air. clean clear-running rivers,
the presence of Pelican and Osprey and Gray
Whale in our lives, salmon and trout in our
streams, unmuddied language and good
dreams.
ACTION
Effective
International
Social/political:

—
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the balance is right, the mind recycles from
highest illuminations to the stillness of dreamless sleep; the alchemical "transmutation."
111. CONSUMPTION
THE CONDITION
Position: Everything that lives eats food,
and is food in turn. This complicated animal,
man, rests on a vast and delicate pyramid of
energy-transformations. To grossly use more
than you need to destroy, is biologically unsound. Most of the production and consumption of modern societies is not necessary or
conducive to spiritual and cultural growth,
let alone survival; and is behind much greed
and envy, age-old causes of social and international discord.
Situation: Man's careless use of "resources"
and his total dependence on certain substances such as fossil fuels, (which are being
exhausted, slowly but certainly) are having
harmful effects on all the other members of
the life-network. The complexity of modern
technology renders whole populations vulnerable to the deadly consequences of the loss of
any one key resource. Many species of animals and birds have become extinct in the
service of fashion fads — or fertilizer — or
industrial oil — the soil is being used up; in
fact mankind has become a locust-like blight
on the planet that will leave a bare cupboard
for its own children — all the while in a kind
of Addict's Dream of affluence, comfort, eternal progress — using the great achievements
of science-to produce software and swill.
Goal: Balance 7harmony, humility, growth
which is a mutual growth with Redwood and
Quail (would you want your child to grow up
without ever hearing a wild bird?) — to be a
good member of the great community ofliving
creatures. True affluence is not needing anything.
ACTION
Social/political: It must be demonstrated
ceaselessly that a continually "growing economy" is no longer healthy, but a Cancer. And
that the criminal waste which is allowed in the
especially that ultiname of competition
mate in wasteful needless competition, hot
wars and cold wars with "communism" (or
"capitalism") — must be halted totally with
ferocious energy and decision.
Economics must be seen as a small subbranch of Ecology, and production/distribution/consumption handled by companies or
unions with the same elegance and spareness
one sees in nature. Soil banks; open space;
phase out logging in most areas. "Lightweight
dome and honeycomb structures in line with
the architectural principles of nature." "We
shouldn't use wood for housing because trees
are too important." Protection for all predators and varmints, "Support your right to
arm bears".
Damn the International Whaling Commission which is selling out the last of our
precious, wise whales! Absolutely no further
development of roads and concessions in
National Parks and Wilderness Areas; build
auto campgrounds in the least desirable areas.
Plan consumer boycotts in response to dishonest and unnecessary products. Radical
Co-ops. Politically, blast both "Communist"
and "Capitalist" myths of progress, and all
crude notions of conquering or controlling

,

.

many people.
Our own heads: It is hard to even begin to
gauge how much a complication of possessions, the notions of "my and mine", stand
between us and a true, clear, liberated way of
seeing the world. To live lightly on the earth,
to be aware and alive, to be free of egotism,
to be in contact with plants and animals, starts
with simple concrete acts.
The inner principle is the insight that we
are inter-dependent energy-fields of great
potential wisdom and compassion) — expressed in each person as a supero mind, a
handsome and complex body, and the almost
magical capacity of language. To these potentials and capacities, "owning things" can
add nothing of authenticity. "Clad in the sky,
with the earth for a pillow."
IV. TRANSFORMATION
THE CONDITION
Position: Everyone is the result of four
forces — the conditions of this known-universe (matter/energy forms, and ceaseless
change); the biology of his species; his individual genetic heritage; and the culture he's
born into. Within this web of forces there are
certain spaces and loops which allow total
freedom and illumination.
The gradual exploration of some of these
spaces is "evolution" and, for human cultures,
what "history" could be. We have it within
our deepest powers not only to change our
"selves" but to change our culture. If a man
is to remain on earth he must transform the
five-millenia long urbanizing civilization tradition into a new ecologically-sensitive harmony-oriented wild-minded scientific/spiritual culture. "Wildness is the state of complete
awareness. That's why we need it."
Situation: civilization, which has made us so

5

successful a species, has overshot itself and
now threatens us with its inertia. There is
some evidence that civilized life isn't good for
the human gene pool. To achieve the Changes
we must change the very foundations of our
society and our minds.
Goal: nothing short of total transformation
will do much good. What we envision is a
planet on which the human population lives
harmoniously and dynamically by employing a
sophisticated and unobtrusive technology in
a world environment which is "left natural."
Specific points in this vision:
o A healthy and spare population of all
races, much less in number than today.
o Cultural and individual pluralism, unified
by a type of world tribal council. Division by
natural and cultural boundaries rather than
arbitrary political boundaries.
© A technology of communication, education, and qufet transportation, land-use being
sensitive to the properties of each region. Allowing, thus, the Bison to return to much of
the high plains. Careful but intensive agriculture in the great alluvial valleys; deserts left
wild for those who would trot in them. Computer technicians who run the plant part of
the year and walk along with the Elk in their
migrations during the rest.
A basic cultural outlook and social organization that inhibits power and property-seeking while encouraging exploration and challenge in things like music, meditation, mathematics, mountaineering, magic, and all other
ways of authentic being in-the-world. Women
totally free and equal. A new kind of family —
responsible, but more festive and relaxed
is implicit.

•

—

continued on pane 8

—

photo by sierra

club

nature.

The community: Sharing and creating. The
inherent aptness of communal life — where
large tools are owned jointly and used efficiently. The power of renunciation: If
enough Americans refused to buy a new car
for one given year it would permanently alter
the American economy. Recycling clothes and
equipment.
Support handicrafts - - gardening, home
all the things that
skills, midwifery, herbs
can make us independent. Simplicity is light,
carefree, neat, and loving — not a self-punishing ascetic trip. (The great Chinese poet Tv
Fu said "The ideas of a poet should bemoble
and simple.") Don't shoot a deer if you don't
know how to use all the meat and preserve
that which you can't eat. to tan the hide and
use the leather — use it all. with gratitude,
right down to the sinew and hooves. Simplicity
and mindfulness in diet is a starting point for

—

photo by gordon robinson

sierra club

logging in national forest
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The Julian Theatre will present premieres of two new
plays by Bay Area playwrights in mid-April. -Jesus Christ
and Waiter ( ronkite" and "Gnadhi Gavi and JC&WC" will
preview April 18, with regular performances April 22. 23, 24.
25,29. 30 and May 1.
The Julian Theatre is in the Potrero Hill Neighborhood
House, Dc Haro and Southern Heights Streets. For information call 647-8098.

I

233Sansome 391-0574 John Flnetti
986-5134 Jim Bernett
20 Fremont

'.

The Rolling Stones in Jean-Luc Godard's first film in English. ONE PLUS ONE, the original version of SYMPATHY
FOR THE DEVIL, is now in its west coast theatrical premiere
at the SURF.

eac

Also featuring
■
AM TOTAL COPY SYSTEM
PRINTING
QUALITY OFFSET
COLLATING, BINDING, FOLDING

'.

Tomorrow night through Thursday Big Brother-and the
Holding Company with Nick Gravenites will be at the Matrix.
Friday and Saturday. April 10. 11 Jessie Fuller and Juke Boy
(17-18 i Vince
Bonner wiM perform. The following weekend
Guarakli Will be at the Matrix.
April 23-25 The Rhythm Dukes with Jerry Miller and Bill
Champlin are scheduled and April 28-30 and May 1-2 Sandy
Bull. May 5-6 Catfish, May 7-9 Boz Scaggs.

776-0880
No. Calif's Largest

1600 Van Ness
CARL R. CARLSEN

Copies as low as

entertainment in the city

POETRY
Eddie leonard is a hamburger
house
where they yell '"next"
when you're the only one in line
the food is good
and the juke box is better
but i bet eddie's
a real bastard

—

Richard ganci

J § «■]
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PHONE 731-M7O

"400 Blows" Friday
Night Film
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RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS FACULTY EMPLOYEES AND STAFF
AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES OF UC
NO MEMBERSHIP OR REGISTRATION FEES REQUIRED
"Don't be misled by lower prlcea-Fly with our reliable charter group. Investigate ..rat.
Don't be cancelled out al the laat minute."
ALL FLIGHTS VIA TRANS INTERNATIONAL AIRWAYS OR SATURN AIRWAYS DC-B
SUPER JETS WITH COMPLIMENTARY MEALS ANDBEVERAGES.
Flights Available ac of Jan. 1,1970
SUMMER FLIGHTS
No. 532 LOS ANGELES/AMSTERDAM(Round trip)
*29»
JUNE 13-AUGUST 29
No 533 OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM (Round trip)
*2»9
JUNE 14-SEPTEMBER
No. 534 LOS ANGELES/LONDON (Round trip)
»2»»
JUNE 15-SEPTEMBER A
No. 4000 OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM (Round trip)
1209
JUNE 18-SEPTEMBER 7
No. 535-OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM(Round trip)
JUNE 17-SEPTEMBER 1»
No. 536-NEW YORK/LONDON (Round trip)
*199
JUNE 18-SEPTEMBER 6
No. 537-LOS ANGELES/AMSTERDAM (Roundtrp)
5299
JUNE 30-SEPTEMBER 2

-

«

--

«•»

»2»»
JUNE 19-SEPTEMBER 21
No. 4005 OAKLANO/AMSTEROAM (Roundtrip)
*2M
JULY 2-AUGUST 10
No. 541 -OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM (Round trip)
JULY 4-AUGUST 15
*»«
(Round
trip)
No. 530-OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM
J299
JUNE24-AUGUST24
No. 4003-OAKLANO/LOS ANGELES/AMSTERDAM (Roundtrip)
«99
JULY 28-AUGUST 27.'
No. 4004 ONE WAY-OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM
JUNE 23
*'•»
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CAL JETCHARTERS
2150 GREEN STREET
San Francleco, Calll. 04123

ORPHONE.
(415)022-1434
(eflerf andweekends)

CHARTERS TO JAPAN, AUSTRALIA, AFRICA ALSO AVAILABLE

SPECIAL!! Inter-Europe Student Charter Flights
In contunctlon with Cel-Jal Flights Meted above at fantastically reduced ratea. Student chartera to India. Tunisia (North Africa), Eaat
Africa, Turkey, Grade*. Russia, Malta, Israel (Tet Aviv) also available
atreduced rat...

.*�___�_

C.ntt or

writ* now 10, hflfMlf Informii.inr..

Friday. April 10. 1970: '400 Blows." directed by Francois
Truffaut
First and foremost of the New Wave masterpieces, the
story of a young boy turned outcast. Not loved at home or
wanted at school, he sinks into a private and fugitive existence that leads to reform school. Actually the autobiography
of Truffaut's childhood. The 400 Blows" has been re-edited
by him into a new and never-before-seen version.
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New course of UCD
etc. will be examined, along
MAN. SOCIETY. AND with several natural health
nutritional perspectives.
NATURAL HEALTH
Richard Hanson.
The student will be ex198 (2)
8.A.. research sociologist, posed to specialists in both
the natural and orthodox
sociology department UCD.
This course will explore fields of health via informal
the differences between var- panel discussions. Field trips
can be arranged to health
ious natural health perspectives and those held by the food stores and health resorthodox medical profession taurants. Various natural
and its extensions Natural health recipes and dietary
health professions such as regimens will be offered.
chiropractic. Some specific topics to be disnaturopathy.

cussed include: vegetarianism, lasting, nature cures,
macrobiotics.
"wonder
foods." organic gardening,
iris diagnosis, cancer and
arthritis cures. Approved
through food science and
technology dept. LCD. Prerequisite,
upper division
standing. 26 Wellman Hall.
UCD, Wednesday. 7-9 p.m.:
April 1-June 3. 10 meetings:

April 6,1970
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We Want You To "Join Our Church
as An

Ordained Minister

calendar of events
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Doctor of Divinity
We

no

undenominational,

v
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Odi
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growing church ii actively seeking new ministers
who believe what we believe, aii men are entitled
■»■■■»■■*
to their own convictions; l<i seek truth theii own
I|
way, wnatevei it may be, no questions asked Asa
minuter of the church, you may:
1. Start your own church and apply for exemption from property and other taxes.
j
2. Perform marriages, baptism, funerals andJJ a Y Aft I f% Mni |t|*||
other
V |
njoy reduced rates from some
I ■ »■■ Vl
■ §A lll
■■ P
B MV
iransportation. some theaters, stores,hotels,
•*=.
iim
4 Seek draft exemption as one of oui worV
■ ™
ing missionaries. We will tell you how.
Enclose a free will donation for the Minister's
*l-J■ «
__|.
|
credentials and license. We also issue Doctor of
I
Divinity Degrees. We are State Chartered and your
ordination recognized in <il! 50 states and most
C
jO'f'klirVV
foreign countries FREE IFI CHURCH
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Assoc.

I rologic Radiology < oiifcrcncc.
Donald R. Smith. M.D..
4-6 p.m.. I4ih I loor. Mol'fiti
Hosp.: .Solarium
Division
of Urology Meetings.

L'C'SI-

Dr.

in I ctraliyiiicna.
Birgit Satir. U( B. 4

p.m. seminar. 1309 HSK
Department of Anatomy.

—

forearm Itlood Mow as Differentiating Indicator of Stress

Stimuli, Prof Herilierl konzelt. University ol

Innsbruck.

—

Austria. 4:30 p.m.
1259
HSW
Pharmacology Seminar.

—

History Seminar, J.B.
dc CM. Saunders. M.D..
7:30 p.m. History Room.
3rd floor Library ~- Department
of
He a I I h
Sciences.

Medical

WEDNESDAY

—

— Department
chemisiry.
\l

—

Nucleolar

Prof.. Biophysics.
UP)
7:45 p.m.

I

—

of Bio-

111 RSDAY

I

!

Microck'trodc Studies of Retinal
Physiology;
Kenneth
I.
Brown. UC SI Prof. Phy758 S
siology. 11 a.m.
Physiology Seminar.

Hull-ion Problems, Richards I.
I.yon. M.D. 4-6 p.m.
Hinmam Room (Cysto Area)

—

Division of Urology Meetings.

FRIDAY
Recent Studies on the Suhunit
Nature of Gonadotropins,
Harold Papkoff. LC SI
Assoc. Prof
10 a.m.
Division ol' Endoc75H S

—

a Regulatory l.ot'ti'
kidney Alcohol l>e
hydrogenase on Mouse >

|
}
|

—

.

Chromosome. Susuimi OHIJO
C'ilv of Hope Med. Cenle;
4 p.m.
767 HSE Department of Biochemistry
& Biophysics.

—

—

Pathology Conference, Eileen

Side Effects & Complications of
Cerebral Angiographic Contract Media, Per Amundsen.
M.D.. Ullcval Hospital. Oslo
4-5 p.m.
30 HSW
Diagnostic Kadiologv Seminar.

—

—

—

Ihe l'Dl'l2: ( apahilities X Programming, Hugo Marline/.

king. M.D.
HSE
Urology.

—

—

CONSTRUCTION BOND
PROPOSITION

A bill to place a $246.3
million bond issue on the ballot was overwhelmingly approved by the Legislature in
August 1969, with votes of
74 to 0 in the Assembly and
30 to 4 in the Senate. The
measure was approved by
the Governor on September
4, 1969.
The bonds will provide for
construction and expansion
of facilities in the medical
and other health sciences in
the State of California. These
facilities are urgently need-

Ed to tram additional phynurses,
dentists,
sicians,
veterinarians,
pharmacists,
optometrists, public health
experts, and other health
care professionals; and to
provide additional health
care services which the people of California require now,
and which will be needed to
an even greater extent in the
next few years.
The proposition will be
presented to the voters at
the general election in June
1970. Funds authorized
under the bond issue would
be appropriated for expenditure over a six-to eightyear period.
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RALPH METZNER
ON MAPS OF CONSCIOUSNESS:
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SUNDAY, APRIL 5

j

Bto 11 p.m.

First Unitarian Church. Franklin and Geary Sts.. San Franciscc
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$4 general. $2
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2 BLOCKS FROM UC

TEL. 664-1742
$1.00 OFF ANY HAIRCUT WITH THIS AD
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY

:

NITES
8 till I

The EOP auction has been

in its place there will be a
May Fair.
This event will continue
from May 4 through May 16.
All art objects will be on display till the last two days
when they will be sold.
Everyone is invited to donate their works to raise
money for the Educational
Opportunity Program. Those
interested should contact
Barbara Squires at 2019.
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Dinner Pizza Beer & Wine
,

n txrtDlcrACT
1375
ST.

NORIEGA
Jus',,>ff'9thAve.
in th Sunset

Tues-Thurs.
,„„,,
4-11 PM
Sun 2-10

Since 1953

postponed until next Fall and

«

LIVE FOLK & BLUES

!

May Fair

•

THE
| PERFECT CIRCLE

informative both toe
the financial aid staff and;
the students, who attended.:
As a result of one suggestion.:
the Financial Aid Office willhave a regular column in the;
Synapse to provide informa :
tion on financial aid, includ :
ing policies, availability o':
funds, etc.
j
Additional information orthe coffee hour will appear in: :
next week's Synapse. All in-: .'
terested students are urged; •
:
to attend.
j

Vote For The
Healthy "I"
THE HEALTH SCIENCE

{

j
|

211 HUGOSTREET

—

'■'

I

A theoretical introduction to these symbol systems, followed by
experiential work to provide a sense of the practical use of the maps.

T

I

Financial Aid
coffee hour

33023.

4:30 p.m.
Division of

400 Blows, Directed by Francois
Med.
TrulTaul. 7:30 p.m.
Sei. And.
5.50 Students:
$.75 General Admission
C.A.L. I ridav Night film
Series.

The second financial aid
coffee hour will be held
Tuesday. April 14. from 5-6
p.m. in the Madrone Room.
Millberry Union. The main
purposes of the meeting are
1) To give students an opportunity to gain information
regarding financial aid policy
and operation and 2) To get
student opinion regarding
various aspects of financial
aid.
The first coffee hour took
place early in March and

FLORIDA

I

f

ALCHEMY & TAROT

I
I
'

lor

Mafdi .1. Horowitz. M.D.
NIHM Career Development
Researcher. Assl. Clin. Prof.
U'( SI
II a.m. I.PNI And.
I.angley Porter Lecture
Series.

AVCfIUG

I

ESALEN INSTITUTE PRESENTS

Mapping of

I lie Control of Image I urination.

WW
_ 900- _ 9til

\L||
fW

C£L ft

L
HOLLYWOOD,

BOX 4039,

ADI

—

—

—
rinology.

All I
Jj Hlw 1

"

I

.j

COTTER

GOIMMGATE

PHOTO CENTER
1234 9th Aye. near Lincoln Way
Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies .
Color Processing by KODAK
ID Photos, Portraits, Wedding Albums
Save Money on Technicolor Processing Mailers
Specials All YearAround

WW. SAT. 9 Ml. to 6 PM.

j

OV. U?29

'
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ECOLOGY

ACTION DAY
ACTION

Social/political: It seems evident that there
are throughout the world certain social and
religious forces which have worked through
history toward an ecologically and culturally
enlightened state of affairs. Let these be encouraged: Gnostics, hip Marxists, Teilhard
dc Chardin Catholics, Druids, Taoists, Biologists, Witches, Yogins, Bhikkus. Quakers, Sufis, Tibetans, Zens, Shamans, Bushmen, American Indians, Polynesians, Anarchists, Al
chemists
the list is long.
All primitive cultures, all communal and
ashram movements. Since it doesn't seem
practical or even desirable to think that direct
bloody force will achieve much, it would be
best to consider this a continuing "revolution
of consciousness" which will be won not by
guns but by seizing the key images, myths,
archetypes, cschatologies, and ectasies so that
life won't seem worth living unless one's on
the transforming energy's side.
By taking over "science and technology"
and releasing its real possibilities and powers
in the service of this planet — which, after
all, produced us and it.
Our community: New schools, new classes,
walking in the woods and cleaning up the
streets. Find psychological techniques for
creating an awareness of "self' which includes the social and natural environment.
"Consideration of what specific language
forms—symbolic systems—and social institutions constitute obstacles to ecological

Spring Golf
Tournament

..

awareness."
Without falling into a facile interpretation
of McLuhan, we can hope to use the media.
Let no one be ignorant of the facts of biology
and related disciplines; bring up our children
as part of the wild-life. Some communities
can establish themselves in backwater rural
others maintain themareas and flourish
selves in urban centers, and the two types
work together
a two-way flow of experience, people, money, and home-grown vegetables. Ultimately cities will exist only as
joyous tribal gatherings and fairs, to dissolve
after a few weeks.
Investigating new life-styles is our work, as
is the exploration of Ways to explore our inner realms — with the known dangers of
crashing that go with such. We should work
with political-minded people where it helps,
hoping to enlarge their vision, and with people of all varieties of politics or thought at
whatever point they become aware of environmental urgencies. Master the archaic and the
primitive as models of basic nature-related
cultures — as well as the most imaginative
extensions of science — and build a community where these two vectors cross.
Our own heads: is where it starts. Knowing
that we are the first human beings in history
to have all of man's culture and previous experience available to our study, and being free
enough of the weight of traditional cultures to
seek out a larger identity. — The first members of a civilized society since the early Neolithic to wish to look clearly into the eyes of
the wild and see our self-hood, our family,
there.
We have these advantages to set olf the obvious disadvantages of being as screwed up as
we are - - which gives us a fair chance to
penetrate into some of the riddles of ourselves
and the universe, and to go beyond the idea of
"man's survival" or "the survival of the biosphere' and to draw our strength from the
realization that at the heart of things is some
kind of serene and ecstatic process which is
actually beyond qualities and certainly beyond birth-and-death.
"No need to survive!" "In the fires that
destroy the universe at the end of the Kalpa,
what survives." — "Then iron tree blooms
in Ihe void!"
Knowing that nothing need be done, is where
we begin to move from.

—

—

by Alan Watts

The California College ol
Pediatric Medicine will hold
its Annual Spring Golf Tournament, Sunday, April 19, at
12:30 p.m. at the Sunoe Valley Golf Course.
This 7200 yard course was
the sight of the former PGA
Tournament.
The cost for the all-day
event is $6.50, which includes
green fee and prizes. Dinner
after the tournament is optional. Majority rules on the
choice of prime rib, New
York steak or chicken from
$6.60 to $5. Guests are welcome at the same cost as par-

ticipants. Wives and girl
friends are invited for dinner.
Closing date for application is April 13. There will be
no post entry. Those interest:
ed should contact Allen Ginsburg at 285-0791 or 922-2775.
To get to the golf course
from San Francisco participants should take the Bay
Bridge on McArthur Freeway
towards Stockton. Stay on
the freeway taking 680 towards San Jose. Go 12 miles
and take the Andrade exit to
the course. Allow 45 minutes.

Budget Committee
Meeting
The next meeting of the
Millberry Union Board of
Governor's Budget Committee will be held in the Millberry Union Women's
Lounge at 12:00 noon on
Wednesday, April 8, 1970.
Coffee will be provided.

Women's Judo Classes
WOMEN'S JUDO AND
SELF-DEFENSE CLASSES
WILL BEGIN ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8. There will be
eight classes running each
Wednesday through May 27.
The classes will meet in the
Millberry Union Gym from
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Rates are
as follows: Students & M.U.
Members — $12.00; Employees & Faculty — Non
M.U. members — $15.00;
Guests of above — $18.00.
Full payment must be made
at time of sign-up.
The Women's Judo and
Self-Defense classes have
been very successful and all
those who are interested
are encouraged to sign-up
now at the Millberry Union
Central Desk.

Karate in the Round
The UCMC Karate Club here in the city will demonstrate single and multiple
will host a karate demonstration Thursday, April 9, from opponent defense for men
noon to 1 in the Millberry and women. Mr. Castro holds
a black belt and will instruct
,Gym.
Ralph Castro and several Kempo Karate classes on
members from his studio campus this semester.

I

BELL'S
JEWELERS
SPECIALTY

ALSO
BULOVAACCUTRONS
DIAMONDS WATCHES
JEWELRY GinS

-IRVING ST.

839
SAN FRANCISCO
Phone 661-1080

.
\

EUROPE

$230-295 r.t. from West Coast.
Available flights from N.Y. Flights
within Europe, Israel, & theOrient
Contact Frank,282-0588, S.F.
ESEPBOI Woodside. Redwood City

j

ESEP UCMC members only

j
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Ibute looking

WATCH, CLOCK &

JEWELRY REPAIR

I

at an
insurance man
you can say
| no to.

|

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A NEW CHEVROLET OR A
QUALITY USED CAR AND YOU DON'T WANT A LOT OF NONSENSE, YOU MIGHT APPRECIATE TALKING TO

JOHN BOWES at STEWART CHEVROLET, 3146 Mission
Street, 824-3322

WMWVtMI l> Jsjnfcww, C.LU.
On* raasort for our reputation
for integrity has bean ait

Complimentary Personal Service
« our New Sunset Salon

amphaait on professionalism.
Consequently, wt hare always
attracted mart ofquality • • mart
mat understand thai than are
times whan no is the only

House of Viviane Woodard
Cosmetics

■

valid answer.

94 Judah Street, new 6th Avenue
for Appointment 10 invtil 6 run

fall

,

And mart whose business it la

to have your interests at heart.
Does that sound like just another
advertising phrase? Well, look
mt it this way. Ask any top
professional if there's a healthier
way to build a following.

664-5420
1

f

So call him. You'll be Impressed
by the number ami tha kindof goals he can help you

Studio Coiffm*es

accomplish with Ufa insurance.

..

And remember .you can
aaam} say no bo him.

96Judah

661-8436

DAVENPORT
ASSOCIATES

Near 6th Aye.

Free haircuts with wash & set
everyday except Friday and Saturday.
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21 It MHViA ST., aaaaaWl
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